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same temperature, so there never would be any change. He could

have created a language that would never change. He could have

done that. But that's not what He did. As a matter of fact we

find quotations in the NT from the OT which vary in non

essential matters quite a bit. Not one jot or one tittle shall

pass from the law till all be fulfilled. He does not say, the

words shall be kept exact in the same sounds and the same words

throughout. He says that the meaning of every tittle is going to
intends

be fulfilled exactly as God intended it to be. Not one jot or

one tittle till it be fulfilled.

Whether you say that three persons did a thing or three

men did a thing, or three followers of Christ did it - - there

are various terms you MIX could use and it would make not the

slightest difference, and we find many cases where the same

truth is given with differences of phraseology.

On the other hand there are cases where the change of one

tiny thing can make a big difference. I remember a litter I

once wrote which was perfectly transcribed except for one

little tiny letter. I ä% said, I will now tell you you why

I think this is important. The only little slight change that

occurred was that instead of the w in now there was a t. So

tt said, I will not tell you the reasons why I think this is

important. There was a tiny, tiny change which made a tremen

dous big difference, in meaning. That is what Christ is speak

ing of. Not the tiniest change that affects something important.

will occur in the law until all be fulfilled. uza He did not

mean that ererything is going to be preserved in exactly the same

words, because as we have noticed words change their meaning
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